
Mathematis 304, setion 1 { Ordinary Di�erential EquationsDisussion/Lab 4 { The Lorenz EquationsDeember 1-3, 2004BakgroundIn the last 25 years or so, it has beome widely reognized that the behavior ofsolutions of 3- and higher-dimensional systems of �rst order ODE an be muh, muhmore interesting and ompliated than systems in the plane. From the historial point ofview, this probably should not have ome as a surprise. Some work of the famous Frenhmathematiian and physiist Henri Poinar�e in the 1880's on ODE problems in elestialmehanis already hinted at what ould happen in more dimensions. However, Poinar�e'swork was \ahead of its time" in several ways and was not widely appreiated at the timeor indeed for a long time after it appeared. Moreover, \ordinary" mathematiians (i.e.people without Poinar�e's prodigious intuition1) did not have any good way to visualizethese systems and understand just how strange they ould be before the advent of modernomputers and good software for 3D graphing.In this �nal disussion/lab of the ourse, we will investigate one of the examples thatalerted mathematiians to the wonderfully omplex behavior possible in higher dimensionalsystems of ODE { the 3-dimensional Lorenz system:(LS) 8<:x0 = f(x; y; z) = �10x+ 10yy0 = g(x; y; z) = 28x� y � xzz0 = h(x; y; z) = �83 z + xyThis slightly unlikely-looking system of ODE was studied �rst by a meteorologist namedEdward N. Lorenz (born in 1917 and still living) as part of an atmospheri model forweather foreasting. The exat interpretations of the variables and the meanings of theonstant oeÆients are too ompliated for us to disuss. SuÆe it to say that thissystem was arrived at by a sequene of simplifying assumptions and hanges of variablerather typial of the proess of modeling in applied mathematis.Disussion QuestionsA) As usual in our study of nonlinear systems, we will start by �nding the equilibria ofthe system: the solutions off(x; y; z) = 0; g(x; y; z) = 0; h(x; y; z) = 0:1 Students of mathematis might reognize a kindred spirit in Poinar�e { he was amaz-ingly good at seeing the \big piture" and identifying the key points about the problemshe studied, but he was notoriously bad at developing omplete, orret proofs of his as-sertions. His published papers are full of small mistakes and proofs that omit ases orhave other gaps(!) If you have a mind as fertile and insightful as Poinar�e's, those failingsan be aepted. To put that into perspetive, though, Poinar�e has been alled the lastperson to understand all of the mathematis known in his day, and there will ertainlynever be another person like that again! 1



Where are the equilibrium points of the Lorenz system (LS)? (There are three in all; oneis \obvious" two will require a bit of algebra to �nd.)B) Next we will study the linearizations of the Lorenz system at the equilibrium points.We haven't done this before for a 3-dimensional system, but the idea is exatly the sameas in the 2-dimensional ase.1. First, ompute the Jaobian matrixJ = 0B� �f�x �f�y �f�z�g�x �g�y �g�z�h�x �h�y �h�z 1CAof the system (LS). Then for eah of your ritial points, substitute in the oordinatesand determine the Jaobian there.2. There is one equilibrium point where the form of the Jaobian matrix is muh simplerthan the other two. (This should be immediately lear!) Find the eigenvalues andeigenvetors of the \simple one". What does the phaseportait for the linearized systemlook like? (Desribe in words or sketh.)If you have some time left at this point, you an also look at the other equilibriumpoints, but the algebra of �nding the eigenvalues and eigenvetors is muh messier todo by hand.Lab QuestionsC) For the two \ompliated" ritial points, we an use Maple to ompute the eigenvaluesand eigenvetors like this. First, enter the ommand:with(linalg);to load the linear algebra pakage. Then you will need to enter the matrix for the linearizedsystem. The format for entering a matrix looks like this. To enterA = 0� 1 2 34 5 67 8 91Afor instane, use A := matrix([[1,2,3℄,[4,5,6℄,[7,8,9℄℄);(matries are entered as lists of lists, row-wise). Thenevalf(eigenvetors(A));2



will ompute the eigenvalues and eigenvetors. See if you an interpret the output (Note:I is the imaginary unit i = p�1 in Maple). See the online help page on the eigenvaluesommand if the output is too rypti. What are the types of the other two ritial pointsof the Lorenz system?D) The linearizations do not tell the \whole story" about the Lorenz system, though.Next, let's use Maple to plot its solutions and get a feeling for the global struture of thephase portrait. First enter: with(DEtools);1. Then de�ne the Lorenz system as we did in the last lab (three equations now). Callthe system LEqns. Then enter the following ommand to plot the solution with initialonditions x(0) = y(0) = z(0) = 1, for 0 � t � 50:DEplot3d(LEqns,[x(t),y(t),z(t)℄,t=0..50,[[x(0)=1,y(0)=1,z(0)=1℄℄,stepsize=.01,lineolor=red,thikness=1);(plotting options hosen to make the struture of the solution more visible to start).The output here is a Maple 3D plot { you an rotate the axes and look at it fromdi�erent viewpoints. Try to desribe what the solution urve is doing as t inreases.(You may want to hange the interval of t-values, letting the endpoint graduallyinrease up to 50 to help you visualize this.) Also try a few di�erent initial onditionsand see if any di�erent qualitative behaviors emerge.2. Where are the three equilibrium points in this piture, and how do the types of theequilibria relate to the struture of the solutions you are observing?E) Now, let's fous on one oordinate funtion at a time.1. We an plot x(t) versus t by using a di�erent ommand from the DEtools pakage {DEplot (no \3d" this time) ommand as follows:DEplot(LEqns,[x(t),y(t),z(t)℄,t=0..20,sene=[t,x(t)℄,[[x(0)=1,y(0)=1,z(0)=1℄℄, stepsize=.01,lineolor=red,thikness=1);The sene option ontrols how the plot is generated. Here we are plotting x(t) versusthe independent variable t.2. Also plot y(t) versus t and z(t) versus t.F) One of the most surprising things about the solutions of the Lorenz system is thefollowing. Suppose we plot x(t) versus t for two solutions (one with x(0) = 1; y(0) =1; z(0) = 1, the other with x(0) = 3; y(0) = 1; z(0) = 1) together, in di�erent olors, usingthis kind of ommand (note the t-range): 3



DEplot(LEqns,[x(t),y(t),z(t)℄,t=0..10,sene=[t,x(t)℄,[[x(0)=1,y(0)=1,z(0)=1℄,[x(0)=3,y(0)=1,z(0)=1℄℄,stepsize=.01,lineolor=[red,blak℄,thikness=1);1. What happens if you inrease the t range to 0 � t � 20 in the above? What does thatsay about the full solution (how does it relate to the full phase portrait)?2. Now try hanging the initial value for x in the seond solution to x(0) = 1:1. Whathappens now?3. What if x(0) = 1:01; 1:001; 1:0001, et. (possibly after extending the t range)?4. Experiment with the y and z oordinates of the solutions and see if the same sortof thing happens (possibly after extending the t range). You an also plot severalsolutions of the Lorenz system together in R3 using the DEplot3d ommand fromquestion D above. That is also instrutive!5. Explain why the phrase \sensitive dependene on initial onditions" has been appliedto this system.G) (\Putting it all together") Reall that the Lorenz system was supposed to be a modelfor some aspet of the atmosphere for weather foreasting. Supposing that its behaviorreets the properties of the real world (a fairly large assumption!), at least in part, whatimpliations do you see? (Note: In weather foreasting, we would need to take atualmeasurements of onditions �rst, then plug that information into the model. Instrumentsfor making those measurements have only limited preision and auray.) The solutionsof the Lorenz system have sometimes been desribed as \haoti". Does that seem like areasonable term?If you want to look into some of the history of this system and other aspets of the\haos theory," that grew from the study of the Lorenz and other related systems, thebook Chaos, Making a New Siene by James Gleik is an enjoyable, general-audieneintrodution.AssignmentGroup write-ups due no later than 5:00 pm on Tuesday, Deember 7.
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